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Madrikh Emeritus Message
Women “Drivers”
by Harold Londer
What is the role of women in religious institutions?
The answer varies dramatically, both within, and
among, religions. The impact of these differences
affects women AND men worldwide.
The most orthodox or fundamentalist sects say they
offer the true path which includes specific restrictions
on the role of women.
Ultra-orthodox Jews, for example, do not ordain
women rabbis. They separate women from men in a
synagogue. They do not allow women to pray at the
Western Wall, their holiest site. Without the husband’s
consent, a divorce is not obtainable.
Christian fundamentalists look to the Bible as the
definitive source of moral guidance. Citing from the
New Testament:
1 Corinthians 14:34-35.
34: Let your woman keep silent in the churches: for it
is not permitted unto them to speak but they are
commanded to be under obedience as also said the law
35: And if they will learn anything, let them ask their
husbands at home: for it is a shame for women to
speak in the church. (King James Version)

Not exactly what I would consider a path to gender
equality!
These facts swirl through my head as I think of the Or
Emet Leadership Team members, current and previous.
I see our current co-presidents, past presidents, music
director, treasurer, the hard-working untitled volunteers,
rabbinic candidate, majority of the board members:
ALL women!
Are we unique among SHJ congregations? Are there
really that many women in leadership roles throughout
the organization? In fact, I recently received a notice
from SHJ headquarters regarding a by-laws committee
meeting. I noted the first names of the committee
members were Marlene, Andrea, Sheila, Mary, and
Miriam!
We should be proud of the significant role women are
playing in our organization. It is a sign, I believe, of the
strength of our congregation and our movement.
I think we are “driving” in the right direction.
A small selection of Or Emet’s women leaders appears
below. There are many more.
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Have you visited Or Emet’s website (oremet.org) lately?
Do you check Or Emet’s calendar to RSVP or see the details for an Or Emet
program you want to attend?
You might have noticed that, although we are a small congregation, we provide a
wide range of high quality and meaningful Shabbat and holiday services, life cycle
ceremonies, as well as educational and social justice/action programs for members,
our children, and visitors. We are fortunate to have a dedicated Executive Committee,
staff, and many members who serve as committee leads working behind the scenes to
make it all happen.
And it happens because of...
- those who teach the children in our Jewish Cultural School (JCS)
- members who set the year's dates, reserve the spaces, line up the speakers, and lead
the rituals
- talented members who perform with instruments and voice
- others who provide refreshments and informational materials available at Or Emet
programs
- volunteers who prepare baked goods and potluck dishes for our many celebrations
- those who write, print and post the publicity for your information via online and
print media
- volunteers who apply their tech-savvy knowledge to develop our online presence,
keep track of our data and keep us cyber safe
- members who set up the audio visual equipment, purchase materials, keep track of
our financials, membership dues and JCS tuition
- leaders who connect with the greater Twin Cities Jewish community, the Society
for Humanistic Judaism to which we are affiliated, and with our social justice/
social action friends
- members who visit or send wishes to others when they are in need of support
- those who provide transportation for members who need a ride to Or Emet
- others who prepare and present educational programs for our Shabbats, Sundays,
and Adult Ed winter series
- members who are busy planning Or Emet's future as a Humanistic Jewish
congregation
To all of you who make Or Emet such a happening place, thank you!

Or Emet Affiliations

International Institute
for Secular Humanistic
Judaism (IISHJ)
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Jewish Cultural School Update
by Arty Dorman
Director of the Or Emet Jewish Cultural School
groups have focused more on the Hebrew alphabet than
previously with the oldest students learning some basic
speaking, writing, and reading skills.

It is great fun, as well as a privilege, to be heading
up our Jewish Cultural School. We have 32 students
in our program and have held four of this year’s nine
sessions with things going well on all fronts.
Following October’s class session we had a most
enjoyable and meaningful Sukkot party. The party
was in a sukkah, festooned with decorations made
by our students, outside the Talmud Torah school
building. Eva Cohen led a humanistic service with
children of all ages participating along with adults.
The students have also prepared presentations for
our upcoming Hanukkah party, sharing what they
are learning, as well as their sense of joy as a
community of learners. If anyone doubts that our
kids find joy in JCS, one 4th grade student recently
wrestled mightily in his mind whether to attend JCS
this month or go to his friend’s birthday party. The
party won out, but still…. JCS has got to be really
cool to even be in the running!

While we have sufficient numbers to support our current
program, the distribution of students is skewed, with
only one student in the K-1st grade class. At the same
time, teacher Julie Carey has accepted a full time
position in Arizona. Julie (who has done a phenomenal
job) will be traveling back to the Twin Cities monthly
and will continue to be involved with JCS. Given the
combination of a group that is too small and Julie being
out-of-state, we will consolidate our current five groups
into four. When she is available Julie will team-teach the
Juniors (4th and 5th grade) group with Coline Rolland,
our K-1 teacher. If that sounds confusing, rest assured it
will all work out without a hitch, and our kids will
continue to enjoy a great program.
I invite any Or Emet member who would like to share a
skill or area of knowledge with our students to let me
know. Our children truly are wonderful, and it would be
great to promote more interaction between them and
other members, especially those without children of their
own, or whose children have long since left the nest.
One of the best ways to support JCS is to talk about it
with friends, neighbors and co-workers with children or
grandchildren who are prospective students. You can
pick up JCS brochures to pass out as well. Helping build
our community of littlest members ensures a continued
vibrant presence into the future.

This year in our three-year curriculum cycle, the
three older groups are focusing on the history of the
Jewish people in ancient times. Teacher Eva Cohen’s
skilled guidance led the bar/bat mitzvah group in
preparing foods for the Sukkot party using
ingredients that would have been available to our
ancient forbears. Our middles group made
decorations for the sukkah using spice paint with
colors derived from natural spices, as was the
practice in ancient days. All three of the older

For JCS-related questions, concerns, feedback, suggestions, contact Arty Dorman at school-1@oremet.org

A sampling of JCS activities
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Social Justice/Social Action Committee
From the Ground Up: Or Emet Social Justice/Social Action Committee
Submitted by Arty Dorman, Committee Co-Chair
a food drive at the High Holidays, and bringing over
As the name implies, the Or Emet Social Justice/Social
80 pounds of nonperishable food items to the Hallie
Action Committee is an amalgamation of two closely
Q. Brown Community Center. Another example is a
related ideas.
Mitten Tree at this year’s Hanukkah Party —
We support both
donated mittens, hats, scarves, and warm socks were
Social Justice and
collected and will be distributed to children in need.
Social Action efforts
To put the distinction together:
on behalf of Or Emet.
➢Social Action work is providing food for a food
What is the difference
shelf so that low-income families need not go
between these two
A community working together
hungry.
concepts?
makes an amazing difference.
➢ Social Justice work is campaigning for an
increased minimum wage and striving to improve
When we refer to Social Justice, we mean action to
conditions so families can afford to purchase their
promote policies and change in practice that will
own food rather than resorting to food shelves.
improve the future for our community and our world.
➢ Both types of work address the same issue, both
Examples include showing up as a group at the March
are greatly needed, and both reflect the values of
for Science, writing letters to our representatives in
the Or Emet community and Humanistic Judaism.
Congress urging support for a Dreamers Act, or taking
Now you know which is which!
part in Jewish Community Action’s deep canvassing
training on how to engage those with whom we disagree Upcoming:
in honest but non-confrontational dialogue — several
— St. Stephen’s Shelter dinner, January 28, 2018
members recently attended that training.
— Sample resolutions promoting progressive causes
will be drafted. Members may submit these
By Social Action, we refer to events that contribute
resolutions at February precinct caucuses. One
directly to helping those in need. Our examples include
quarterly suppers for St. Stephen’s Community Services resolution will be about social action, one about
social justice.
shelter guests, collection for Hurricane Maria relief in
Puerto Rico, ongoing collection for Listening House,
To become more involved in Or Emet’s Social Justice/Social Action Committee, contact co-chairs Arty Dorman
arty@oremet.org or Claire Press, or show up at our next meeting, January 3, 6:30 pm at the St. Paul JCC.

Member News
Susan Weinberg will exhibit artwork from her recent book, We Spoke Jewish: A Legacy in Stories, at the
Tychman-Shapiro Gallery at the Sabes JCC from March 15-April 26, 2018; closing reception is April 26th from
6-8pm. The show will offer a cross-sectional view of the Jewish immigrant experience in relation to other
immigrant groups as addressed by two other artists, Steve Ozone, a photographer who has interviewed JapaneseAmericans interned during WWII, and Pamela Gaard, a painter who does work with Somali immigrants.
A Rimon Salon will occur on March 18, 2018 from 2-4 pm with Susan Weinberg and Steve Ozone.
Check wespokejewish.com for updates and times around this exhibition and salon.
“One Navajo, one Jew: two distinct ‘holy lands.’” This is the beginning of Natalie Rosinsky’s online essay
“Holy Lands" at natalierosinsky.com, in which she mulls over the ten days she and husband Don Larsson spent
in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Santa Fe was also the inspiration for her December blog post, “States of Mind.”
Don Larsson has been cast as Sir Richard Plainman in The Basset Table, a play by 18th century playwright
Susanna Centlivre. Persistent Theater Productions will be performing this comedy about women’s independence,
science, love and gambling at Dreamland Arts in St. Paul on weekends April 5-22, 2018.
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My Journey to Becoming a Rabbi — Eva Cohen
As many of you know, I’m at the beginning of the Humanistic rabbinical training process.
In September, I started pursuing a master's degree in the Classical and Near Eastern studies
program at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. I am concentrating on Hebrew Bible
and the ancient Near East/ancient Judaism within the Religions in Antiquity plan. I have
been taking four classes—Beginning Biblical Hebrew, Biblical Law and Jewish Ethics,
Greek and Hellenistic Religions, and Introduction to Classical and Near Eastern Studies.
Eva Cohen
As this article goes to press, I’m approaching final exam time. It has been a fascinating
semester; I’m learning about everything from connections between biblical law and the Code of Hammurabi to
debates around identifying ancient synagogues in Greece. I’m building on my previous study of Modern
Hebrew and getting the hang of Biblical Hebrew vowel pointing, vocabulary, and syntax.

I’m also taking a year-long International Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism (IISHJ) Rabbinic Program
web-based seminar, History of Secular Humanistic Judaism I & II, with Rabbi Adam Chalom. With my
experiences, I’m living the Jewish history and language nerd dream!
It has been an honor to lead Or Emet’s High Holiday services as part of my rabbinic internship. I was
disappointed that Madrikh Harold Londer couldn’t co-lead the services with me, but I’m so glad that he made a
full and quick recovery from his medical procedure.
I look forward to sharing more about my experiences over the coming months.

Developing a Ritual Leader Succession Plan — Tom Wegner
Many members have been actively thinking about succession planning for the future of our Or Emet ritual
leadership. This fall the Executive Committee took an intentional step to further the discussion by creating a
Succession Committee to plan for future leadership funding. Committee members include: Barry Cohen, Steve
Oremland, Tom Wegner and Susan Weinberg.
The committee will focus on three aspects of this Or Emet ritual leadership succession plan:
1. Identify duties and responsibilities that Or Emet members view as priorities
2. Draft a position description
3. Identify potential funding sources
The committee aims to share its findings at the June 2018 annual meeting.
During the Leadership Team meeting on Sunday, November 19th, all agreed this issue needs
immediate attention and that funding represents an integral part of the discussion.
Additionally, there was consensus that an Or Emet leader would perform life cycle events
(e.g., weddings, funerals, bar/bat-mitzvahs, baby namings). Members shared their perspectives
about other priorities for future leadership.
This discussion continues and the committee will strive to obtain input from other members.
To contribute to the discussion send a note with your e-mail address to Tom Wegner,
tdwegner@landolakes.com, who will send a link to an on-line survey allowing you to identify
the duties you consider priorities for future leadership.
Developing a Ritual Leader Succession Plan will also be presented at the March 4, 2018 Sunday program. More
information can be found at the Upcoming Programs listing on page 12. Consider attending the March
presentation to learn more about these vitally important issues and to lend your voice!
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Exploring Humanistic Judaism
The Framer of Humanistic Judaism
Rabbi Sherwin T. Wine (1928-2007) intellectually framed Humanistic Judaism, was
founding rabbi of the Society for Humanistic Judaism, and founder of the
International Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism. Wine also founded The
Birmingham Temple in Farmington Hills, Michigan, and served as its rabbi for more
than forty years. A prolific writer, speaker, and public figure, Sherwin Wine was a
brilliant and innovative Jewish Humanist thinker.
Visit www.sherwinwine.com to read about Rabbi Sherwin Wine’s life and work, and
to enjoy the selections of his writings currently available on the website. This legacy
website, a project of the International Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism,
provides a comprehensive look at the life and work of Rabbi Sherwin Wine.

Margo Fox & Rabbi Wine

High Holidays in Review
High Holidays 2017/5778
By Scott Chazdon, High Holiday Committee Chair
This year’s Or Emet High Holiday services were well-attended and greatly appreciated. This was my first year
chairing the High Holiday Committee, and I qA fortunate to have had an excellent group of experienced
committee members to rely upon. A special thank you to Barry Cohen, Joan Barnett, Harold Londer, Eva Cohen,
Sharon Miller and Sarah Berman-Young. Thanks also to Sean Neill for his work on publicity.
Eva Cohen led the services in her new role as Rabbinic Candidate and CoOfficiant. She had to step up at the last minute to do this on her own, and she
did a terrific job! Several members offered thoughtful commentaries which
are reprinted on the following pages. It takes courage to create and present
these commentaries.
The music included voice performances, group singing, piano, cello, violin,
recorder, ukulele, and the shofar. Thanks to all the folks who made the music
happen: Sarah Berman-Young, Joanna Lester, Rachel Springer, Gwendolyn
Rockler-Gladen, Dan Gladen, Lionel Davis, Jean Klitzner Hoffman, Marissa
Hill-Dongre, Molly Wilbur-Cohen, Jason Stotter, Gwyn Leder, David
Barnett, Don Larsson, Richard Logan, and Lenny Garber.

Dan Gladen, master shofar-blower.
Daughter Gwendolyn Rockler-Gladen’s
shofar skills also blew us away

The service evaluation gave the Executive Committee food for thought that
we will use for next year’s planning. One of the items people mentioned was
a desire to have the songbook combined with the service program, and we plan to make that change by next
year.
Some of the positive comments we received in the evaluation survey:
• The service was honest, meaningful, and fully embraced the holiday in a humanistic way.
• Lovely ambiance, Eva did a terrific job setting the tone, adding context, and moving through the service
at just the right tempo. Music was very enjoyable. Attendance was fantastic.
• Eva’s leadership was excellent. Poised, thoughtful, sincere and inspiring.
• Everything was perfect! The music was so beautiful.
Of course, there were some less positive responses. As noted by Barry Cohen,
“I enjoy the complaints, that's why our people produce so many comedians.”
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High Holiday Member Commentaries
The following member presentations, gently edited here for space, were featured at Or Emet’s
2017 High Holiday services. Our members’ original commentaries offer their unique
perspectives and have become an enduring and meaningful tradition for the congregation.
Righteous Indignation and Teshuvah
by Scott Chazdon
As I reflect on challenges in my life and in our nation, there appears to be
a deeper issue that makes it nearly impossible to move forward, even to
Teshuvah is the Hebrew word the point where teshuvah is an option. That issue is righteous indignation.
t h a t m e a n s re p e n t a n c e , The dictionary defines righteous indignation as “anger and contempt
literally it means “returning” combined with a feeling that it is one's right to feel that way.”
to the path of righteousness.
Righteous Indignation is also the name of a 1994 book written by Andrew
Breitbart. Yes, it is that same Breitbart who created Breitbart News. While
Breitbart boasts about righteous indignation as if it were a good thing, David Brin, a physicist and science
fiction writer, makes a strong argument that righteous indignation is an addiction! He notes that:
Sanctimony, or a sense of righteous outrage, can feel so intense and delicious that many people actively
seek to return to it, again and again. Moreover . . . this trait crosses all boundaries of ideology. Indeed,
one could look at our present-day political landscape and argue that a relentless addiction to
indignation . . . may be the ultimate propellant behind the current "culture war.”
The working class white people who elected Donald Trump have been hurt, but righteously clinging to
grudges and hoping for a return to coal or the Confederacy will not lead anywhere positive. Righteous
indignation is the polar opposite of teshuvah, and if righteous indignation is like an addiction, new influences,
new relationships, and new leadership are going to be crucial.
This summer I read Sherman Alexie’s book, You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me. Alexie, a Native American
writer, wrote the book as part of a complicated grieving process for his own mother’s death. If there was ever
a book that offered guidance about teshuvah, this is it. Alexie struggles with his mother’s cruelty but also
recognizes that she was a survivor of trauma who overcame alcohol abuse, was a celebrated speaker of the
Spokane language, and a gifted quilter who sold her quilts to feed her family.
In one poem entitled “Self Exam,” he wrote
. . . .there comes a day when a broken child
Becomes an adult. On that day, you’ll need
To choose between the domestic and wild.
You’ll need to escalate war or declare peace.
I tell you this because I’m the kid, mother-stung
Who became a terrible adult son.
And I’m to blame for that. I made that mess.
Because I am the Amateur of Forgiveness.
Alexie chose to leave his reservation, to marry a Native woman from a different tribe
and write and live in Seattle, yet he continuously returns to the complex quilt of his
relationship with his mother. I would hope I could emulate how Alexie navigates a
path of grief, gratitude, and being an amateur of forgiveness, not a professional of
righteous indignation.
In the spirit of the Ashamnu prayer that emphasizes collective wrongs and collective solutions, I hope that
those groups in our society who are addicted to righteous indignation will leave their reservations and begin
to engage in this complicated process as well.
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Looking to the Future
by Richard Logan, Or Emet member and President of the Society for Humanistic Judaism
One of the deeply honest things about Kol Nidre is that it recognizes how challenging it can be to keep every
vow. Being a humanist isn’t about being perfect, but it is about working to be better. I believe that observance
of Kol Nidre is more about being better in the future than it is about atoning for the past.
Paul Golin, Executive Director of the Society for Humanistic Judaism, spoke on
an issue of our times. “Jews will not replace us” was chanted by angry white
men marching in the streets in America in 2017. Golin concluded that it is
pointless to apply logic or reason to anti-Semitism and racial hatred.
“Actually, we will replace you,” Paul Golin replies and offers these vows:
• We will replace your ignorance with learning and knowledge.
• We will replace your obsolete worldview with enlightenment.
• We will replace your racism with inclusion and multiculturalism.
• We will replace your moral corruption with ethical values.
• We will replace your supremacist system with a truly level playing-field
for Americans of all backgrounds and orientations.
• And we will replace your hatred with love.
In the spirit of looking to the future, I too share vows:
* To look for the best in people with whom I disagree.
* To not be defensive of humanistic values that seek truth through evidence and reason. Together with
much of Jewish tradition they encompass the best of human ideals and principles.
* To respect people who disagree with me, listening to their evidence and reasoning, rather than judging
by their positions.
* To hold people to the tests of evidence and reason — and humaneness, openness, and basic decency.
* To not be a Pollyanna about the dangers of far right-wing populist nationalism.
* To practice and model evidence and reason-based argument in the face of unreason.
* To model civil discourse, another cornerstone of the democratic debate.
* To work toward common ground when possible.
* To live as a public citizen and not just as a private individual, in a front porch world, not back deck one.
* To support the institutions of our secular democracy that ensure the rights we deeply value for all.

2018 Or Emet Adult Education Series
~Free and open to the public~
A Humanist Perspective on Historic People and Events
Saturdays, 10:15 -11:45 am
Highland Park Library, 1974 Ford Parkway, St. Paul
ES!

SAVE THE DAT

January 27
February 17
March 24

Philosopher and author, Hannah Arendt - Presented by Molly Wilbur-Cohen
Film director and actor, Gene Wilder - Presented by Don Larsson
Holocaust Denial - Presented by Mike Persellin
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Don’t Rush It
by Alex Schwartz
When I was growing up in a Washington, DC suburb, public schools were closed for the High Holidays. For
many of my peers it was a day off from school. I, however, went with my parents to all-day services, often
fasting. Yom Kippur was a somber occasion. Even at a young age I questioned how arbitrary the selection
seemed; what were the criteria to get written into that Book, anyway?
I think of Yom Kippur as a time of reflection. The gift of another year is precious, and we should set goals to
use that time wisely. The writer, David Brooks, has discussed the “resume virtues” and contrasted them with the
“eulogy virtues.” He observed how we spend so much time on our resume virtues, but the things we are
remembered for are the eulogy virtues: the parent we were, the kid, the member of
society. Perhaps as we look to the new year we can think about what we would
want said at our eulogy.
As I have moved into middle age I have constantly heard the same refrain: “I am
so busy.” With parenting expectations, kids’ activities, longer hours at work, who
has the time to reflect, set goals, or think about their eulogy?
Another phenomenon is the extent to which we are always plugged in. We wake
up to our smart phones, and go to bed with them too. One effect is a growing
narcissism, a need to take a selfie and then post it in the hope of getting comments
and likes. This has led to young people saying the most important thing in life is to
be famous. Reflection requires time when you are not distracted by a screen.
On considering the great philosophers, thinkers, scientists, and writers, I realize
the majority probably had a lot of free time to think. I wonder if many of the great
thinkers emerge in their late teens and early twenties because this is when one has time to think and debate, free
of the daily grind of work and family, or at the other end of life when one’s family has grown.
I challenge each of you to put time aside to think. Stand in line and don’t pull out your cell phone. Reflect on
the year gone by. Think about what you want to do with the gift of another year on this Earth.
Think about how you can engage with the community. Do something in our community to help make it better…
and that means first soberly reflecting on what that should be.
My final challenge for you is to enjoy each moment. When my son was four, he was waiting outside for a bus
with a teacher. She told him she couldn’t wait for spring to come. He told her: “Don’t rush it.” I am struck by
how often we rush to get to the next “great” thing and don’t embrace the here and now. So, enjoy that special
conversation with a friend, the book you can’t put down, the awesome video game you are playing, and try to be
fully present in the moment.

Donations
In memory of
Joseph Sonenblum, Rich Sonenblum’s father
David and Margo Fox
David and Joan Barnett
Janet Mayer and Paul Petzschke
For donations from
Muriel Sterne
Dave Zucker & Sarah Waite
Claire Press
Paul & Marjorie Modell

For High Holiday flowers
George & Anne Handley
John & Diana Bergren
Janet Mayer & Paul Petzschke in honor of their daughter's wedding
Joan & David Barnett in memory of Rollie and Len Langer
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Our Origin Myth
by Dave Musicant
Reconciling the Akeda story with Humanistic Judaism is a tricky task. God tells Abraham to sacrifice his son
Isaac. Abraham is about to do it, but at the last minute, God stops him and tells him "now I know thou art a
God-fearing man." God rewards Abraham by indicating that his descendants will multiply across the earth,
triumphing over enemies and being a blessing to all the nations of the world.
Without interpretations, the meaning of the story is obvious. Obey God without question. If you do so, you and
your families will be rewarded.
The Society for Humanistic Judaism website has seven "affirmations" of Humanistic Jews. Four of them are
directly contradicted by the Akeda story.
• Human beings possess the power and responsibility to shape their own lives independent of supernatural
authority.
• Jewish history is a human saga, a testament to the significance of human power and responsibility.
• Ethics and morality should serve human needs.
• The freedom and dignity of the Jewish people must go hand in hand with the freedom and dignity of every
human being. (I think Isaac would have something to say about his freedom and dignity.)
So perhaps this story is inconsistent with Humanistic Judaism. But then, here are two more affirmations from
that list:
• A Jew is a person who identifies with the history, culture, and future of the Jewish people.
• Judaism is the historic culture of the Jewish people.
And this story is part of our history and culture.
Every culture has its origin myth.
From the online History of the Pokemon World:
In a vortex of complete chaos and nothingness, a single Egg comes
into being, which then hatches into Arceus, the first Pokemon in
existence.
We would doubt the literal truth of the Akeda story. And yet, God's reward to
Abraham is the mythological origin story of Jews as a people. Certainly this is
worth knowing at least as well as we know how Spiderman got his powers.
Abandoning the Akeda story is abandoning our own mythology.
So... is that it? The story is important because it is part of our history?
I realized that my conclusion bears some unsettling similarities to arguments being
made that certain symbols of the American Civil War and the Confederacy should
be retained. I went and looked online at arguments being made to keep some of
these symbols. The arguments are pretty much the same as mine. In the blank space
below insert your favorite objectionable symbol (statues, flags, whatever):
"The _____, even though it has a message that we reject today, is part of our
region's history and should be preserved and remembered to understand our past.”
My experience in grappling with the Akeda story has reminded me of the importance of tolerance. But I should
remember that for me as a Humanistic Jew, the Akeda story is "our version" of a questionable artifact we keep
around. Perhaps that's the starting point for a conversation.
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Jonah: A Reluctant Prophet
by Barbara Cohen
Every Yom Kippur congregations read the Book of Jonah. Jonah was a prophet in the First Temple era, a
troubled time. The Jewish people were trapped in a period of spiritual decline ending with the conquest and
expulsion of the ten tribes of Israel by the Assyrians in 607 BC. Then came the destruction of Jerusalem
followed by 70 years of exile.
Jonah as a prophet knew the fate of the Israelites if they did not undergo a spiritual and behavioral
transformation. The Jewish people would be defeated by the Assyrians and cease to exist as a nation. Jonah was
given a mission by God to go to Nineveh, the capital of Assyria, and warn the citizens of impending
destruction. They had to repent their evil behavior to save themselves. These people were the Jews’ worst
enemies, and Jonah feared the success of this assignment more than its failure.
Jonah decided not to accept a mission which he feared. He hopped on a boat going in the opposite direction.
God caused huge waves to develop putting the ship in danger of capsizing. Jonah told the sailors that he was
responsible for the storm by disobeying God and pleaded with them to throw him overboard. When he was
swallowed by a big fish the storm stopped. After three days praying and meditating in the belly of the fish,
Jonah was vomited up on the shores of Nineveh. He fulfilled God’s mission, warning the Ninevites that God
will destroy their city if they don’t change their behavior. The Ninevites changed their behavior and repented.
The story of Jonah concludes when Jonah goes to the outskirts of the city to stew about the compassion God
showed to Ninevah. God provided a large vine to give Jonah shade. That night God sent a worm to eat through
the branches which killed the tree and in the morning God sent a heat wave. Jonah was furious at God for
destroying the vine. God replied “You took pity on a vine for which you did not labor …Shall I not take pity on
Nineveh, the great city. . .?” Jonah appears as a sullen, angry and reluctant prophet.
Most interpretations of the Book of Jonah focus on repentance and God’s mercy. Humanistic Jews can find
meaning in this tale by focusing on Jonah the man. Sometimes we are Jonah. We run from our responsibilities
and ourselves. We are swallowed up and spit out by challenging situations. We become angry and resentful.
There are times when we feel the responsibilities of the world thrust upon us and times when we feel very
much alone. Sometimes, like Jonah, we feel that life is too much of a burden.
Jonah prayed for three days in the belly of the fish. All of us need time to reflect, to dream, explore, wonder,
fear, and even hurt. Yom Kippur and the story of Jonah remind us of the need for self-reflection. We must
practice forgiving ourselves for making mistakes, for not meeting all of our previous year’s goals. We must
accept ourselves as human with all of our foibles. Pundits talk about the decay of America’s moral and ethical
base leading to decline as a world power just as Jonah feared that the Israelites’ spiritual decline would lead to
the end of the Jewish people.
On a personal level, we can examine where we are in this story:
- Are we running from speaking out?
- Are we upset and angry that some of our efforts seem useless?
- Are we confused by inequalities we see around us?
Like Jonah, if we sit still in the storm, in the belly of a fish, or in the hot
sun, we will die. We need to act. The repentance of the Ninevites
reminds us that entire populations can change.
We, unlike Jonah, should not despair.
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Programs January - June 2018
SHABBAT PROGRAMS
Programs meet at the Sabes Jewish Community
Center, 4330 South Cedar Lake Rd, St. Louis Park.
The programs include a brief Humanistic Shabbat
service and oneg reception.
SATURDAY PROGRAMS ARE AT 10:00 AM AND
FRIDAY PROGRAMS ARE AT 7:30 PM.

SUNDAY PROGRAMS
Sunday programs are at the St. Paul Talmud Torah,
768 Hamline Ave. South, St. Paul.
Adult programs meet from 10:00 am -12:30 pm
(concurrently with Jewish Cultural School classes).
January 7
Program: On Albert Einstein and Amy Goodman
Presenter: Allan Malkis, Or Emet member and
Ramsey County Senior Program Evaluator. Program
will focus on Einstein, genius of modern physics,
Amy Goodman, contemporary journalist and author,
and the role of Jewish Humanism in their work.

Saturday, January 20 at 10:00 am
Program: Challenges Facing the Somali
Community Today, an Update
Presenters: Mohamed Farah, leader of Ka Joog,
a group that provides community-based services to
Somali youth and families; Angela La Tour from
the US Attorney’s office; and Richard Logan, Or
Emet past president and SHJ current president

February 4
Program: History and Impact of Immigration Laws
Presenter: Susan Weinberg, Or Emet member, and
artist, author and genealogist. She will explore the
history of US immigration laws and their impact on
immigrants. Drawing on interviews from her recent
book, she will share video clips of Jewish immigrant
experiences.

Saturday, February 24 at 10:00 am
Program: The Evolution of a Red Diaper Baby
Presenter: Michael Ormond teaches classes in
political philosophy at Osher Lifelong Learning
Institute (OLLI)

March 4
Program: Developing an Or Emet Ritual Leadership
Succession Plan (see article on p. 5)
Discussion Leaders:
Tom Wegner, committee chair and
Susan Weinberg, committee member

Friday, March 16 at 7:30 pm
Program: Mapping Prejudice:Racial Covenants,
Hidden American Apartheid in Minneapolis
Presenter: Kirsten Delegard, Augsburg University
History Department and project director
Friday, April 20 at 7:30 pm
Program: A Musical Tribute to George Gershwin:
Featuring Songs of Gershwin and His Friends
Performers: Les Block, producer and pianist;
Heidi Ziman, singer
(additional information on p. 13)

April 15
Program: Crossing Borders: U.S. Policies
Contributing to Mexican and Central American
Migration with Reference to Other Migrants
Presenters: Michal Moskow, professor at Metro State
U, graduate adjunct faculty at Hamline U, teaches/
leads social justice, human/immigrant rights projects;
Linda O’Malley, teaches and tutors at Metro State U,
helped resettle refugee families, focuses on immigrant
policy advocacy at Immigrant Law Center of MN.

Friday, May 11 at 7:30 pm
Program: Trying to Do the Right Thing in the
Peace Corps in Fiji: the Toughest Job I Ever
Loved or the Easiest Job I Ever Hated
Presenter: Rob Rossi, Or Emet dad, technical/IT
consultant, and writer of chemistry manuals

May 20
Program/Presenter: TBD

Reminder! We collect personal care items for clients at Listening House, a St. Paul drop-in center.
Donations are gratefully accepted at all Shabbat Friday/Saturday and Sunday programs.
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Special Events January - June 2018

Or Emet’s Passover Seder
In the Humanistic Tradition

SAV E THE

DATE!

Saturday, March 31, 2018 at 5:00 pm
at First Unitarian Society 900 Mt Curve Ave Mpls, MN 55403
Everyone contributes to the potluck
Watch for Seder publicity and reservation information
Reservations are required and capacity Is limited

A Musical Tribute to George Gershwin:
Featuring Songs of Gershwin and His Friends

Save the

Donations welcome

Les Block, Pianist and Producer
with Heidi Ziman, Singer
Date!
Friday, April 20, 2018 at 7:30 pm

Sabes Jewish Community Center
4330 Cedar Lake Rd, St Louis Park, MN
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Upcoming Events January - June 2018
2018 Adult Education Series: A Humanist Perspective on Historic People and Events
Saturdays — January 27, February 17, and March 24, 2018 • 10:15 - 11:45 am
Highland Park Library, 1974 Ford Parkway, St. Paul
— more information on p. 8
St. Stephen’s Shelter dinners: Saturdays January 27 and April 28, 2018, 7:00 - 8:30 pm
A volunteer opportunity for families. Children over 8 years are welcome. Signup details to follow.
Humanistic Passover Seder • Saturday, March 31, 2018, 5:00 - 9:00 pm
at The First Unitarian Society, 900 Mt. Curve Ave, Minneapolis
— more information on p. 13
A Musical Tribute to George Gershwin: Featuring Songs of Gershwin and His Friends
Friday, April 20, 2018, 7:30 pm
Presented by Les Block, producer and pianist, and Heidi Ziman, singer
at the Sabes JCC, 4330 South Cedar Lake Rd, St. Louis Park
— more information on p. 13
Annual Meeting and Picnic • Sunday, June 3, 2018
Lake Nokomis Community Center, 2401 East Minnehaha Parkway, Minneapolis
• Annual Meeting with election of officers 10:00 am - 12:00 noon
• Potluck Picnic 12:00 noon – 2:00 pm

250 Turners Crossroad South
Apt 324
Golden Valley, MN 55416

